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Pig. I: location of site, on south bank of Eagle Pond, near Snaresbrook underground station. 

'Want Orphan 
crockerv t rom 

THE DROUGHT of 1990 led to a gradual fall of 
water level in Eagle Pond (TQs399 1890, see Fig. I) 
until by October it was o.3m ( ~ f t )  below the spill- 
way (overflow) level. On the north shore, along 
Snaresbrook Road, the shallows could be walked 
in below-knee Wellingtons, and a clean-up of 
litter led to the recovery of bottles and jars of 
shapes not seen in use for more than go years. 
Exploration of the south shore, along the lawn of 
the Crown Court, showed the lake bed to be 
exposed for as much as zm (6ft) from the bank, and 
to be littered with bottles and fragments of white 
china, some marked "Infant Orphan Asylum HALL. 

A closer look revealed the broken edges of china in 
situ in the lake bed and the bank over some 90m 
(100 yards). It was decided to collect and extract all 
fragments f rom an embayment between waterside 
oaks numbered 571 by the Crown Properties Serv- 
ice and another, unnumbered, about gm (16ft) to  
the west. This site is gom (16oft) to the west of a 9- 
inch (z3omm) drainage outlet set in concrete. It 
was thought that if all fragments were collected, 
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it would be possible by re-assembling the vessels to 
see if they were dumped because of damage in use 
or, if some proved to  be complete, to show that the 
dump indicated a clear-out at a specific date. 

Between October and December 1990 some 15 ruck- 
sack loads totalling 178kg (3.5cwt) of fragments 
were collected, scrubbed wet, dried on newspaper 
indoors, wire-brushed and joined with Xenalab 
(polybutyl methacr late dissolved in ethyl acetate), 
to  yield 17 kinds o i? domestic vessel: 

Dormitory ware 
I. Chamber pots (4.3kg of fragments) 

Numerous fragments of light body with much- 
crazed glaze, the narrow out-turned rim of zomm 
(%in) being characteristic. One, almost complete, 
stands 13omm (sin), has an overall diameter of 
21omm (81/4in), base of nomm (4%in) and capacity 
of 2%1 (4% pints). Grist1 says "Chambers without 
handles were placed at about ever fifth bed . . ."; 
and there are no handles among t h e fragments. 
I. Donald Grist A Victorian Charity (1974) 49. 



Kitchen ware (Fig. 3) 
2. Stone bottles (1.7skg) 

At least four represented. One measures 76mm (3in) 
in diameter, is 19omm (7%in) long and has a capacity 
of 42~rnl(~h pint). 

3. Preserve jars, plain (1.6kg fragments) 

Of 11b (about 45og) capacity, 96mm (3%in) high, 
82mm (3%in) diameter, and with a narrow groove 
outside, below the rim, for tying a covering. One 
fragment is of a smaller jar, estimated to have had a 
diameter of 57mm (2%in). 

4. Preserve jars, fluted (o.65kg fragments) 

Fluted lengthwise on the outside, otherwise of the 
same dimensions as 3. Similarly, one fragment indi- 
cates an equally smaller jar. 

5. Turkey plates (22.4kg fragments) 

Nine are represented, with rims of different widths 
and profiles. One is virtually complete and measures 
g3omm (21 %in) by 413mm (16%in) and weights 3.15kg. 
Others are complete enough to establish dimensions 
of goamm (1 !%in) by 4oomm (1 5%in), 489mm (l9%in) 
by 394mm (1 5%in) and 457mm (l 8in) by ?356mm (? 14in). 

6. Large yellow pie dishes (3.9kg fragments) 
One reassembled to 388mm (15%in) length. 

Smaller yellow to khaki pie dishes (2.09kg fragments) 
Representing two of 225mm (gin), three of 212mm 

(8%in) and one of 19omm (7%in) length. 

7. Mixing bowls (820g) 

Two of 172mm (6%in) diameter, 77mm (3in) 
height. 

Infant Orphan Asylum Hall table ware 
(Fig. 4) 
8. Roll-edge plates (53.4kg fragments) 

Sixteen re-assembled measure 244mm (Win) in 
diameter and average 663g in weight; at least 76 
are represented. Three inscriptions lack the last 
word, "HALL? 

9. Raised-edge plates (69.5kg) 

Six re-assembled, five complete, same diameter 
and weight as those with roll-edge, but all badly 
chipped as though no longer in service. 

10. Bowls (54.3kg fragments) 

Inscriptions of 142 bowls represented, eleven 
lacking the terminal "HALL", and only thirteen re- 
assembled complete. 

11. Mugs, I pint (56oml) (4.6kg fragments) 

Remains of at least eighteen, of which only five 
are almost complete, each measuring 95mm (3%in) 
high and 99mm (4in) in diameter. 

12. Mugs, % pint (zgoml) (4.1kg fragments) 
At least twenty are represented, but at most 

I Diagrammat ic  s i t e  s e c t i o n ,  n o t  t o  s c a l e .  

Pig. 2: diagrammatic section of site, not to scale, to show source of objects collected. 



Fig. 3: kitchen ware: the most complete turkey plate,an incomplete one with raised-edge rim, and a small khaki pie dish. 
(Photo: Institute of Archaeology) 

eight are anywhere near complete. Each is 8omm 
(3 %in) high and 76 to 86mm (3 to  3%in) in diameter. 

Both mugs and plates are inscribed in copperplate 
characters "Infant Orphan Asylum HALL", and roll- 
edge plates and one-pint mugs are described and 
illustrated in use in 1908 by Gristz. 

Staffordshire blue ware (Fi . 5 )  

tern3. 
B (9.5kg total weight) is mostly o Willow I11 pat- 

I j. Platters 
Four largely reconstructed, of following dimen- 
sions and markings: 

46qmm (l 8%in) by 368mm (14%in), blue-stamped "S 
B & S" under a lion holding a flag, imprinted ''13"; 

2. Ibid 47-8. 
3. Robert Copeland Spode's Wil low pattern and 0 t h  designs af ter 

the Chinese (1980). 

? by 321mm (1 2%in), bluestamped "S B & S" under a 
lion holding a flag, imprinted "16"; 

356mm (14in) by 286mm (1 IMin), blue-stamped "S B 
& S" under a lion holding a flag, imprinted %"; 

394mm (1 5%in) by 305mrn (~zin), blue-stamped 7 M 
& S" under a "Warranted Staffordshire" scroll, im- 
printed "8" over "72", which is interpreted as the date: 
August 1872; 

464mm (1 8Kin) by 368mm (1 4%in), only a fragment 
but of importance as blue-stamped "J MEIR & SON" 
under a "Warranted Staffordshire" scroll, suggest- 
ing that the other initials of 7 M & S" is an abbrevia- 
tion of the same name. 

14. Tureens 
Two large (244mm) (9%in), two small (203mm) 
(8in) maximum dimensions, and one half of a lid 
of one of the smaller. 



The tureen bases are marked "J M & S" under a 
'Warranted Staffordshire" scroll, and thelarger have 
additional blue letters, "J D D" and "B'' respectively, 
the smaller an "M" and imprinted "IZ" over "72", mean- 
ing a date of December 1872, and "I" over ?''$ (the base 
is incomplete) - meaning January of perhaps 1871. 
The underside of the partial lid is imprinted "4" over 
"$, i.e. April I873 

15. Plates 

Two of 26omm (1 0Min) diameter, one marked "10" 
above "7oY', indicating manufacture in October 1870; 
the other "9" above "72", indicating production in 
September 1872. Small fragments represent a plate 
and tureen in the Wild Rose pattern4. 

16. Gravy boats 
Two, complete after re-assembly, with bases blue- 
4. Ibid 20. 

stamped, "Warranted Staffordshire" on a scroll and 
with a isolated "X" but no dates. 

17. Miscellaneous 

A fragmentary cup, assembled from ten pieces, is 
of fluted bone china with four symmetrically 
placed ovals interrupting the fluting. It is 7omm 
(2%in) high, 78mm (3in) in diameter. A tankard, in 
two pieces, is 96mm (3%in) high and 86mm (3%in) 
in diameter. A fragment of a mug with a recessed 
base; another with a handle. A preserve jar, appar- 
ently hexagonal, with a sub-lip groove for tying a 
capping: about 76mm (3in) in diameter. A palette, 
as for ointment, lacking lid, 34mm ( l  %in) in depth, 
98mm (3%in) estimated diameter. Bottle: indented 
base and two necks of a type earlier dated by the 
Victoria and Albert Museum at around 1800; and 
two necks with shoulders marked "Struves Mine-". 

Fig. 4: Infant Orphan Asylum HALL tableware: roll-edge plates (top left and bottom right), 
raised-edge plates (top right centre),bowls (bottom left and top right) and mugs of I pint 
(bottom centre) and %pint (bottom, left of centre) capacity. 
(Photo: Institute of Archaeology) 



Fig. 5: Staffordshire Blue Ware: platters of (left to right) 394,356 and 46qmm lengths, zqqmm tureen (bottom centre 
right), zo3mm tureen with lid (bottom right), and two gravy boats, that on the left atop two 260mm plates. 
(Photo: Institute of Archaeology) 

Markings and manufacture 
Willow ware marked "S B & S" comes from Samuel 
Barker & Son, Don Pottery, Swindon, near Rother- 
ham, Yorkshire, whose trade mark was a lion hold- 
ing a flag. They were in production from 1834 but 
used these marks only after 1851 and ceased produc- 
tion in 1893~. If the "J M & S" of other Willow ware 
indicated J. Meir & Son - as on one fragment - they 
were in production at Tunstall, Staffordshire, 
between 1844 and 1897. The imprinted dates range 
from October 1870 to April 1873. 

All theplates, except one, inscribed "Infant Orphan 
Asylum-"areimprintedToweU &Bishopn,inproduc- 
tion from 1866 to 1878 at Stonier, Hanky, Stafford- 
shire, and some have in addition the caduceus 
mark of a staff topped by a pair of wings, used by 

5. Geof f rey A Godden Encyclopedia of Britishpotteryandporcelain 
nurrkr (1988). 

this firm only from 1876 to 1878~. One plate has a 
black stamp of Powell & Bishop with "Ironstone 
China" inscribed within a triangle. Few of the 
inscribed bowls have any markings: six of 98 entire 
bases and three of 64 base fragments are marked "IS", 
and of these three have in addition the staff 
topped with wings indicative of production by 
Powell & Bishop. In this way the source of the 
bowls is shown to be the same as that of the plates, 
and the only indication of date of manufacture - 
1876-8 - is very close to dates on the Staffordshire 
Willow ware. None of the mugs has any markings, 
and of the kitchen ware only the yellow pie dishes 
have the stamp of "T G Green Gresley Pottery 
Derbyshire", in production from 1864 to the present 
day7. 

6. Ibid. 
7. Ibid. 



Date of discard 
The re-assembly of complete plates, bowls, mugs, 
kitchen and Willow ware - especially the pair of 
gravy boats - shows that at least some of the articles 
were discarded intact. The association of table, 
kitchen and dormitory ware suggests a wholesale 
clearout, and the most likely occasion for this was 
at the end of the Second World War. For the 
duration of the war the bo S were sent to Rochettes, 
South Weald, the girls an ‘?S Infants to Ingatestone, 
and the Wanstead buildings were requisitioned by 
the War Department8. The buildings were hit by 
bombs -- eleven soldiers were killed in the Junior 
School wing -- and "left . . . in a shambles . . . the 
damage and despoliation . . . beyond understand- 
ng"9. The War Department agreed to pay £33,048 in 
compensation, and in September 1946 £2000 was 
allocated for repair of the playing fieldsl~. It is 
likely that it was at this time that "rubbishn to be 
disposed of was used to "make upn the bank of the 
lake where it had eroded beyond the old wharfing 
which protects the entire southern shore. All crock- 
ery in situ was landward of this wharfing and had 
been exposed by further lake erosion. Blocks of 
shaped building stone dumped on top of the crock- 
ery may well have come from the bomb-damaged 
buildings. 

Miscellaneous items of much earlier or later date 
represent an admixture from the considerable 
amount of "rubbishn which is present in the lake 
mud. 

Discussion 
The importance of this collection lies in the in- 
scribed white glaze which appears to be the only 
surviving material of its kind. Referred to by 
Gristr1: "Drinks . . . were served in handleless mugs 
holding perhaps nearly half a pint had they been 
filled but they never were. Both mugs and plates 
were inscribed in faultless copper plate characters 
Infant Orphan Asylum  HALL^ "Chambers without 
handles were placed at about every fifth bed.. . ". 
A photograph of boys at tablez shows plates and 
mugs, and if the plates are the size of those col- 
lected the mugs by comparison must be the one- 
pint size. The boys in the picture must be more 
than eight years old, hence "Seniorsn and perhaps 
they had the larger-sized mug, the half-pint being 
for the infants. 

8. Op cit f n I, 107. 

9. Ibid. 
10. Minute Book 26.9.46. 

11. Op cit fn  I ,  48-9. 

The occurrence of the Willow ware raises ques- 
tions of its use, perhaps for "masters' foodn carried 
on a "covered tray" from which "drifted savoury 
smells of meals that had no counterpart in our 
dining hall-3. The date of manufacture of the 
Willow ware is immediately before the Golden 
Jubilee (1877) of the founding of the Orphanage, 
and was perhaps purchased in commemoration of 
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that evek. 

At the time of collection water level had fallen, 
but the excavation filled with water between 
collections. Each time the water had to be baled 
out and, knowing the capacity of the bailer, it was 
possible to calculate the volume of removed mate- 
rial and, assuming a density equal to water, a 
weight of over z7okg (gcwt). At a total weight of 
over 178kg (3 Scwt), the crockery amounted to  66% 
of the material displaced. The site extended less 
than gm, and as crockery can be seen in situ over 
9om (100 yards), it is likely that several tons of 
"rubbish" remains in situ, perhaps representing ear- 
lier dumping for the same purpose. An early map14, 
made before the asylum was built, shows the 
present southern shore of the lake as an island 
behind which was a narrow creek, a feature which 
survives as a drainage ditch over which some old 
trees lean southward as though over water. It is 
likely that the wholeof theplaying fields-now the 
lawn between the Court and the lake - have been 
"made upn during the last century. 
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